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Overview

Tournament Delivery

ProPitch is the market leading, independent,
performance quality assurance solution for natural
turf pitches. Our consultants are experienced
practitioners able to deliver top quality surfaces for a
wide range of Clients. From the Champions League
final to the outter Hebrides our consultancy have you
covered.

A track record of tournament delivery for FIFA, UEFA
and numerous MA’s ProPitch have been a key
services provider for Champions Leauges, FIFA Club
World Cup’s and Regonial competitions such as
UEFA European Championships, African Cup of
Nations and the ASIA Cup. By providing experienced
Award
wining
argronomists,
with
previous
experience as groundstaff, such as Dean Gilasbey
recently award at the Grounds Management
Association Awards (IOG) for his work in the industry.
We work within local ground staff teams we deliver
playing surfaces that rank amongst the best there is
for elite competitions.

Pitch Assessments and Quality Assurance
Our innovative system provides a series of pitch tests
that puts playing quality at its core. The tests are
scored and weighted, to provide a unquie rating
system, making it simple to index where a pitch is and
monitor it’s improvement following intervention.
Quality assurance is an essential part of the natural
turf pitch development and management process,
enhancing its performance.
Whether you are an owner, investor or manager
quality assurance should be at the heart of any
decision you make, regardless if it's for an event, new
pitch construction, renovation or maintenance
procedue.

App/Portal and Remote Monitoring
A unquie integrated app and portal providing an
assessment protocol backed up by a wealth of data
gathered from 10 years of pitch assessments,
ProPitch provide a unquie way of managing your
pitch.
An intuitive dashboard that allows your ground staff
to interrogate the performance of the pitch looking
for trends which require interventions to ensure that
the playing surface is kept in tip top condition.

Training and Mentoring

Monitoring and Supporting Grow-ins

One of ProPitch priorities is knowledge transfer
training local ground staff to continue to care for the
playing surfaces ProPitch have helped to deliver. Our
agronomists take time to train local staff and to
enhance their skills. ProPitch regularly provide
training seminars and consultancy services to MA’s
and Governing Bodies. Many of our Clients are still
discussing their pitches with our agronomists many
years after the tournaments have finished.

One of the most sought after services is to monitor
the grow-in of new or renovated pitches. Our expert
knowledge of nurturing a field at this delicate stage
has proven vital to many tournaments when a time
dependant handover date is critical. This service
however translates to other less onerous situations
too.

Recently we have produced a number of training
and informataive webinars which can be provided
online and remotely. These can easily be hosted at
short notice and tailored to your needs.
Consultancy Services

Providing back up expertise to Clubs when issues
come along preseason has also been a huge benfit
ProPitch can offer.
Further providing intervention strategies to Local
Authorities who have invested heavily in sand based
pitches for the community/Club pitches has acted to
save many investments throughout the UK and
Ireland.

From international Stadia to Municiplality sports fields
our Consultants can provide a wide range of
consultancy services. We regularly provide feasibility
studies, land surveys and site investigations to allow
for the proper design of new or the renovation of
existing pitches.
We can prepare detail designs and specifciations for
scope of works agreed. We can run the tenders and
make recommedations for awarding the contract
together with full project management and contract
administration services.
ProPitch aim to provide a fully integrated one stop
shop service. Check out this link to see our web site
for Consultancy services;
http://sportslabsconsult.com
Fertiliser Plans and Maintenance Plans
Proper planning of the supply of nutrients to sports
fields is a fundamental part of management of your
facility.
Ian Craig our international pitch development
manager will be able to design a tailored fertilizer
plan for your bespoke requirements. Check out an a
useful and informative article he has recently
published on;

https://www.propitch.online/pitch-mattersblog/building-a-fertiliser-programme

IF YOU CAN MEASURE IT, YOU CAN MANAGE IT!

